
Cover Oregon Upgrades Website — 
Agents Go to Work !

Cover Oregon has launched an upgrade to its website. 
Spokesman Michael Cox said the upgrade lets Oregon’s 
health insurance agents and community partners enroll 
people without using paper applications. “That means they 
can schedule an appointment with one of their clients, apply 
for coverage, get an eligibility determination, shop, and 
enroll in coverage, taking the process from beginning to 
end.”  !
The website also now lists insurance agents and community 
groups that are authorized to use Cover Oregon. Though 
individuals still cannot enroll on Cover Oregon’s website, 
individuals can go to agents and enroll.  !
PIA Oregon/Idaho’s Kelsey Wood of Gordon Wood Insurance and Financial Services in 
Roseburg, Oregon told Weekly Industry News the upgrade is an improvement. Agents 
are now able to enter personal information to Cover Oregon and receive determination 
for tax credits and eligibility. After a complication or two, a plan can be picked.  !
“Does it work? [At the time he sent this comment] I’ve done three that have worked. So 
far, it works, well, assuming Cover Oregon actually communicates to the insurer and the 
client gets enrolled in a plan and is billed and pays by the deadline,” Wood said. !
PIA Oregon/Idaho member Patrick O’Keefe of Cascade Insurance Center in Bend, 
Oregon is on the Consumer Advisory Committee for Cover Oregon and is on the Board 
Development Sub-committee for the Cover Oregon Board of Directors. He told Weekly 
Industry News he has a similar worry but it relates to those enrolling.  !
“I do have a concern about what is going to happen if people don't follow through in 
returning their additional documentation,” he said.  !
Like Wood, O’Keefe is also concerned about what happens after enrollment. “Hopefully 
they [Cover Oregon] will be as diligent as they seem to be calling people to make sure 
they are enrolling after they have applied. Maybe even more so, I'm wondering what 
Cover Oregon is going to do with it [the enrollment] that far after the fact. If they receive 
information in May, then review it, then contact the clients, now its June, what is going to 
happen at that time?” he said. !
Wood noted agents are still experiencing problems Cover Oregon says are fixed. “The 
consent form is missing, yet we still have to upload one. One of my agents login is 
locked up. He's complained. Cover Oregon said they fixed it, but he is still unable to 
enroll on line, so is still sending in paper apps.” 
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Upgrade or not, Wood calls Cover Oregon a living nightmare 
and is “still anticipating years of consequences of this huge 
insurance market and health care ‘reform.’” !
Another problem not approached by Cover Oregon — 
O’Keefe said — is agent liability.  !
“We’re in uncharted territory with clients financial situations 
(interpretation, submission, 2014 actual number that will be 
finalized at tax time), our newly established role in Oregon 
Health Plan (which we basically know nothing about), etc. 
And I don't believe we ever did get a firm answer about our 
E&O as it pertains to our employees selling a product from an 
entity that our agency isn’t appointed with. I know they are 
assigning commissions to the agency but I still have concerns 
about how this will be handled by E&O carriers when/if claims 

arise. Even OHP — what exactly is our liability there,” he said.   
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